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LUCCI Lunch Seminars:

Interested in crossover research possibilities, or just curious
what other people in LUCCI are up to?
LUCCI is planning to organise internal seminars on fridays
lunches once a month, covering all WPs. There will be a
short presentation on a live topic, followed by questions and
discussions. As it is at lunchtime, sandwiches, toppings and
fruit will be served. First seminar will be on 16th of January,
and first out is wp 4. More detailed information will follow
by email and on website.

R3I WORKSHOP:
Scientific Writing and Publishing with Impact

This workshop is formed to give participants an understanding
of the principles and practice of successful scientific writing
and publication and the tools to plan, write and publish
scientific papers that can have an impact.
Date: 27-28 January, 2015.
If you have any questions please contact Anna Ekberg.

Planning a post-doc

Hyltemossa field station up and running

The new Hyltemossa field station (lat. 56°06’ N, lon. 13°25’
E, 115 m asl), established this year a few kilometres south
of Perstorp, in north western Skåne t is now running.
The station is part of the European project Integrated Carbon Observation System (ICOS) and run by the group of
Professor Anders Lindroth. All activities are centred around
a 150 m tall tower, located in a 30 years old managed
Norway spruce (Picea abies) forest. Measurements involve
energy and greenhouse gas exchange, atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration and ecosystem variables.
The infrastructure at the new field station, including a lab
building and an office building, is open for researchers
outside of ICOS and data will be in the future available
from the ICOS Carbon portal.
For further information contact Michal Heliasz (principal
investigator, michal.heliasz@cec.lu.se) or Tobias Biermann
(tobias.biermann@cec.lu.se).

During the graduate research school ClimBEco Winter
Meeting on January 20th there will be an open session for
anyone interested in the road towards a successful postdoc.
This session is a collaboration between ClimBEco and CEC
Fellows and takes place at Elite Hotel Ideon in Lund.

VIVI VAJDA ON NEW JOB

Vivi Vajda is the new Head of the Department
of Palaeobiology at The Swedish Museum of
Natural History. She will be working part time in
Stockholm and part time in Lund, and will stay
as a coordinator of LUCCI. Congratulations to
the new job Vivi!

Vivi Vajda

ANNUAL MEETING 20-21 AUGUST 2015

The next annual meeting is planned to the 20-21 August
2015. More information will be sent out later, but please keep
these days reserved for LUCCI in your calendar.

A few words from resigning R3I leader Claire McKay

Due to finishing up my PhD in the next 6 months, my time as the leader of LUCCI’s R3i group has
to come to an end so that I can focus solely on my thesis. I would like to thank everyone involved
in this postdoc and PhD forum, it has been a pleasure organising after-work socials, workshops and
excursions – so a big thank you to everyone who attended and made it all worthwhile! I think we
had a lot of fruitful discussions about our research and careers as well as some deserved down-time
whilst networking along the way. All the very best to all LUCCI postdocs and PhD students - especially
the new representative(s) in the New Year! Cheers!
/Claire
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